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Planetary gear set ratio calculation

Updated November 08, 2020 By Blake Flournoy Planetary gear system, also known as epicyclic gear system, is an important component of modern engineering. They are useful for variations of speed and are available in everything from automated car shipping and industrial food mixers to operation desks and solar
diversity. With four core components - ring gear, sun gear and planetary gear connected to carriers - the idea of calculating the gear ratio of the planetary system may sound scary. However, the sole axis properties of the system make it easier. Just make sure you take note of the carrier's conditions in the gear system.
When calculating planetary gear or epicyclic ratio, first note the number of teeth on the sun and ringing gear. Add them together to calculate the number of planetary gear teeth. Following this step, the gear ratio is calculated by dividing the number of teeth driven by the number of driving teeth - there are three possible
combinations, depending on whether the carrier is moving, moved or standing still. You may need a calculator to determine the final ratio. To make calculating the planetary gear ratio as simple as possible, pay attention to the number of teeth on the sun and ringing gear. Next, add two numbers together: The total number
of two gear teeth is equivalent to the number of teeth on the planetary gear connected to the carrier. For example, if sun gear has 20 teeth and ring gear has 60, the planet's gear has 80 teeth. The next step depends on the state of the planet's gear connected to the carrier, although all use the same formula. Calculate the
gear ratio by dividing the number of teeth on the gear driven by the number of teeth on the driving gear. If the carrier acts as an input in the planetary gear system, rotate the ring gear while the sun gear is still, divide the number of teeth on ring gear (gear driven) by the number of teeth on planetary gear (driving gear).
According to the first example: \frac{60}{80}=0.75 If the carrier acts as an output in the planetary gear system, rotated by sun gear while ring gear remains still, divide the number of teeth on planetary gear (driven gear) by the number of teeth on sun gear (driving gear). According to the first example: \frac{80}{20}=4 If the
carrier is still in the planetary gear system while the ring gear twists the sun gear, divide the number of teeth on the sun gear (driven gear) by the number of teeth on ring gear (driving gear). According to the first example: \frac{20}{60}=\frac{1}{3} About Author Blake Flournoy is a writer, journalist, and researcher based in
Baltimore, MD. Working independently and co-professors at Goucher College, they have produced and taught several educational programs and workshops for high school and college students in the Baltimore area, finding new ways to connect students with biology, psychology, and statistics. Their never seen and fear
of death wasps. Intro – planetary gear also refers to as epicyclic gear consisting of three elements of solar gear, planetary gear and ringing gear. The sun's gear is located at the center that sends the tork to the gear of the planet orbiting around the sun's gear. Both systems are located inside the gear ring. In the sun the
formation of gears and gears of the planet is outer mesh and inner gear ring meshes. (See Rajah 01) Rajah 01 Gear Planetary is found in many variations and arrangements to meet the various speed ratios in deign purposes. The planetary gear system is used in a variety of applications such as, clocks, lunar calendars,
car mirrors, toys, gearhead motors, turbine engines and more. For a detailed understanding of planetary gear: Planetary Gear Design Planetary gear system will not be assembled unless the number of gears in each gear is selected correctly. The gear spur booster ratio of planet 5:1 means the solar gear must make 5
revolutions for each output carrier revolution. The desired number of gears in the sun's gear is 24. Design purposes: Ratio = 5:1 Sun gear = 24 Modules = 1 Since, I work in metric units each dimension will be in mm. Selecting gears in the gear spur gear profile metric unit will be in the Module. M = Module N = Gear
Number Nr = Number of gears on the gear ring Pd= Pitch Diameter R = Ratio PDs=N/M=24/1=24mm Eq. 01 The diameter of the solar gear field is 24. Approximate number if gear is required in ring gear for 5:1 ratio. R=1+Nr/Pd Eq. 02 Complete for Nr=Pd (R-1)=24(5-1)=24(4)=96 gear Pitch diameter gear ring with 96
gears and 1 module. Pd=Nr/M Eq. 03 Pd=96/1=Pitch diameter 96mm gear the planet must find. PDp=(Nr-PDs)/2=(96-24)/2=72/2=36mm The number of gears in the planet's gear is now available. PDp=N/M Eq. 04 36mm=N/1  36mm (1)=N  N =36 Bush teeth: R=1+Nr/P_D =1+96/24=1+4=5 The ratio is 5:1, as a
shape-change is required. This article provides an answer to the following questions, among others: How is the relationship between the rotational speed of individual gear components of the planet? Willis Equation The conversion of the planet's gear box speed is no longer easily understood as a delivery of a pepejal.
This is due to the fact that the proposed rotating planetary gear is ultimately a different three-proposition superposition. The proposal no longer consists of an easy spin around the pack itself, but the pack itself performs additional circular movements around the sun's gear pack, while the planet's gear also performs
additional circular movements due to the sun's gear rotation. Animation: The gear movement of the planet Therefore, the movement of the rotating planetary gear can be detected back to the superposition of three movements that can be seen separately: the rotation of the carrier around the solar gear gear of the planet
around the center of its own gravityrotation gear of the sun 123Motion carrier Total gear movement However, the proposal is not free of each other, as the planetary gear rotates on the sun's gear. Therefore the diameter ratio between the sun's gear and the planet's gear determines how often the planet's gear rotates
around its own pack as it moves once around the sun's gear. To obtain a rotational speed relationship between the sun's gear, planetary gear and carrier, the above-mentioned propositions are first explained separately and then inferred. By clarity, gears are like cylinders. Rajah: Design the principle of rotation of the
carrier planet's gear around the sun's gear If the sun gear stands still and the planet's gear is firmly locked on the carrier, then the angle of the carrier broom \(\varphi_c\) is commensurate with the position of the angle of the planet's gear \(\varphi_{p1}\). \start{align}\label{P1}&amp;\underline{\varphi_{p1} = \varphi_c} \\\
[5px]\end{parallel} Rajah: The rotation of the planet's gear pack around the gear rotation of the sun gears the planet around its own graviti center In fact, the planet's gear will woe on the sun's gear when mounted rotatingly on the carrier and thus rotate around the center of the graviti itself. Therefore, the planet's gear will
be rotated by an additional angle \(\varphi_{p2}\). If one considers the rolling motion solely, then the length of the \(b_c\), which the carrier has protected on the sun's gear, is commensurate with the length of the arc \(b_{p2}\), where the planet's gear has moved on its coils. Additional angles \(\varphi_{p2}\) can be
determined by radian steps such as the following: \start{inline}&amp;b_{p2} = b_c \\\\tfrac{d_p}{2} \cdot \varphi_{p2} = \tfrac{d_s}{2} \c &lt;1&gt;ot \c &lt;1&gt; &lt;3&gt; {c &lt;1&gt; &lt;3&gt;}varphi_c \c &lt;1&gt; &lt;3&gt; \c &lt;1&gt; &lt;3&gt; {c &lt;1&gt; &lt;3&gt;}varphi_c \cdot \varphi_{p2} = \tfrac{d_s}{ 2} \c &lt;1&gt;
&lt;3&gt; \cdot \varphi_{p2} = \tfrac{d_s}{2} \c &lt;1&gt; &lt;3&gt; \c &lt;1&gt;ot \c &lt;1&gt; &lt;3&gt; \c &lt;1&gt; &lt;3&gt; {c &lt;1&gt; &lt;3&gt;}varphi_c \c &lt;1&gt; &lt;3&gt; \c &lt;1 &gt;ot \c &lt;1&gt; &lt;3&gt;{p2} = \tfrac{d_s}{2} \c &lt;1&gt; &lt;3 &gt; \c &lt;1&gt; &lt;3&gt; \cd &lt;1&gt; \\
[5px]\label{P2}&amp;\underline{\varphi_{p2} = \frac{d_s}{d_p} \cdot \varphi_c} \\[5px]\end{parallel} Rajah: The gear rotation of the planet around the center of the sun's own graviti turn gear is rotated in the clock direction by an angle \(\varphi_s\\). In this case, the planetary gear will change the direction of the clock by
angle \(\varphi_{p3}\). Analogy to the case before this, the following fact is used: The length of the \(b_s\) arc on the sun's gear coil is equivalent to the length of the \(b_{p3}\), where the planet's gear has moved on its coil: \start{align}&amp;b_{p3} = - b_s \\\[5px]\t {2} d_p fr \cdot \varphi_{p3} = - \tfrac{d_s}{2} \cdot
\varphi_s \\\[5px]\label{P3}&amp;\underline{\varphi_{p3} = - \frac{d_s}{d_p} \cdot \varphi_s} \\[5px]\at{end}\al-end} : Rotation of the planet's gear due to the rotation of the sun's gear Negative sign indicates that the movement of the planet's gear in the opposite direction to the movement of sun gear. Superposition of
different motion motions of planetary gear by equation (\ref{P1}), (\ref{P2}) and (\ref{P3}), which have been considered separately so far, can now be replaced by total movement: \start{aligned&amp;\varphi_p = \varphi_{p1} +\varphi_{p1} +\varphi_ +\varphi_ = \cdot \varphi_c + \frac{d_s}{d_p} \cdot \varphi_c - \frac{d_s}
{d_p} \cdot \varphi_s } \\\[5px]\end{align} Rajah: Corner position superposition \(\varphi \) the decision of this equation rather than the angle of each \(\omega\) and the elapsed time \(t\) (\(\varphi = \omega \cdot t\)), where the angle of speed is directly related to the rotational speed \(n\) by \(\omega = 2 \pi \cdot n\) :
\start{align}&amp;\varphi = \omega \cdot t ~~ \text{with} ~~~ \omega = 2 \pi \cdot n ~~\text{applies:} \\[5px]\label{varp}&amp;\underline{\varphi = 2 \pi \cdot n \cdot t} \\[5px]\end{inline} If an equation (\ref{varp}) is used in the equation (\ref{P}), the following relationship eventually results between the rotational speed of the
planet's gear \(n_p\) and the speed of the solar gear rotation \(n_s\) and the \(n_c\) carrier. : \start{start{align}&amp;2 \pi \cdot n_p \cdot t = 2 \pi \cdot n_c \cdot t + \frac{d_s}{d_p read} \cdot 2 \pi \cdot n_c \cdot t – \frac{d_s}{d_p} \cdot 2 \pi \cdot n_s \cdot t \\[5px]&amp;n_p =n_c + \frac{d_s}{d_p} \cdot n_c - \frac{d_s}{d_p}
\cdot n_s ~~~text{|} \cdot d_p \\[5px]&amp;n_p \cdot d_p =n_ c \cdot d_p + d_s \ cdot n_c - d_s \cdot n_s \\[5px]\label{g}&amp;\boxed{n_p \cdot d_p = n_c \cdot \left(n_c d_p + d_s \right) - n_s \cdot d_s} \\[5px]\end{inline} Since the diameter of the field sphere \(d\) gear is continuous with the dental number \(z\), the
equation above can also be expressed by the number of each tooth : \start{align}\label{pln}&amp;\boxed{n_p \cdot z_p = n_c \cdot \left(z_p + z_s \right) – n_s \cdot z_s} \\[5px]\end{parallel] This equation is called the basic planetary gear formula (also called the Willis equation). The Willis equation is used to determine
different delivery ratios depending on the way of operation, which will be explained in more detail in the next part. Willis equation for planetary gear Willis equation (\ref{pln}) is usually used to all planetary gears. Although the classic planetary gear box planet is included with the gear ring, this does not change the
relationship gained between the gear of the sun, the gear of the planet and the carrier. The only issue that arises is how the proposed planetary gear is transferred to the gear ring. Animation: Gear planet since the rolling motion is solely without a coil between the gear ring and the gear of the planet applies (considered a
field cylinder), the speed at the point of connection must be the same. If one knows the speed of \(v_{po}\) which is the outer point of the planet's gear moving, then this is commensurate with the speed of the \(v_r\) gear ringing. Otherwise, a relative proposal will appear, which of course should not apply with gears. The
circle of the field \(r\) (or the diameter of the padang circle \(d\)) of the ring gear can then be used to determine the speed of its rotation \(n\), as the following relationship is used between these parameters: \start{align}\;\\\label{o}&amp;v = \omega \cdot r = \omega \cdot \tfrac{d}{2} ~~~ \text{with} ~~~ = 2 \pi \cdot n
~~\text{applies}: \\[5px]\label{v}&amp;\underline{v = \pi \cdot n \cdot d \ \\[5px]\end{aligned} Figure: Distribution of planetary gear terms of the same situation applies to the rotational speed at the point of contact between the planet's gear and sun At the inner point, the planet gear speed \(v_{pi}\) must be the same as the
speed of the sun gear \(v_s\). The planetary gear gravity center moves in hal direction \(v_c\) of the carrier. There is a linear relationship between this velocities (see the black doth line in the figure above), so that the speed of the circumferential gear of the ring \(v_r\) can be determined for the circumferential speed given
sunlight \(v_s\) and the circumferential speed given by the carrier \(v_c\). Why is there such a linear relationship? Why there is a simple relative relationship and the speed linear will be shown in the following. For the sake of simplicity, gear is considered a pitch cylinder. Animation: The distribution of directions on the
planet gear Movement points on the gear planet can be understood as a two-motion superposition. On the one hand, the planet's gear first revolved around its own centre of gravity. In this case, a typical increase of synometric and linearity of the direction according to the equation (\ref{o}) is obtained, starting from the
planet's gear rotation axis. Maximum speed \(v_p\) is obtained at the planet's gear field circle. Figure: Velocity distribution on rotating planetary gear with a permanent carrier in the middle of the rotation, speed is zero as long as the planet's gear axis does not move. However, the rotation axis is now moving at carrier
speed \(v_c\). Both motions can now be concluded to the number of motions. Figure: The superposition of the spin motion and the center of the gravity movement of the planet's gear gear gear at the most external point of contact with the ring gear point in the same direction as the carrier's direction. At its most point in
contact with sun gear, however, in the opposite direction. Due to the distribution of symmetrical speed, the planetary gear speed at the point of external contact with the ring gear is therefore higher (\(v_{po}=v_c+v_p\)) to the same extent as it is lower at the point of internal contact with sun gear (\(v_{pi}=v_c-v_p Diagram:
Superposition of the rotational motion and center of the gravity movement of the planet in other words point route on planetary gear rises linear , starting from the point of contact with the gear of the sun. Due to the freight speed \(v_c\) is considered given, only the planetary gear speed at the point of contact to the sun
gear \(v_s\) must be known to determine the speed of the circumferential at the point of contact opposite the ring gear \(v_r\). Figure: Redirects on rotating planetary gear with moving carrier As already explained, simply process without relative movement, the speed of the planet's gear at the point of acquaintance to the
ring gear (\(v_{po}=v_c+v_p\)) must be the same as the speed of the ring gear coil \(v_r\): \start{align}&amp;amp;v_r\overset{!} {=}v_{po} \\[5px]\label{v_r}&amp;\underline{v_r=v_c+v_p} \\[5px]\end{parallel} The same applies to the point of connection between planetary gear and solar gear. There, the speed of the planet's
gear (\(v_{pi}=v_c-v_p\)) must be the same as the speed of the sun's gear coil \(v_s\): \start{align}&amp;v_s\overset{!} {=}v_{pi} \\[5px]\label{v_s}&amp;\underline{v_s=v_c-v_p} \\[5px]\end{inline} If we reject the equation (\ref{v_s}) of the equation (\ref{v_r}), we obtain the following relationship between the speed of the
sun's gear coil \(v_s\), planetary gear \(v_p v_r\) and ring gear \(v_r\): \start{seign}&amp;v_r – v_s = v_c+v_p-v_c+v_p \\[5px]&amp;amp;v_r = 2 \cdot v_p + v_s \\[5px]\label{vvv}&amp;\underline{ v_ p = \frac{v_r}{2} - \frac{v_s}{2} } }\\[5px]\end{inline} If an equation relationship (\ref{v}) is used in an equation (\ref{vvv}), the
relationship between rotational speeds is matched: \start{seign}&amp;amp;v_p = \frac{v_r}{2} - \fr fr aac{v_s}{2} \\[5px]&amp;\pi \cdot n_p \cdot d_p = \frac{\pi \cdot n_r \cdot d_r }{2} - \frac{\pi \cdot n_s \cdot d_s}{2} \\[5px]\label{nn}&amp;\boxed{n_p \ cdot d_p = n_r \cdot \frac{d_r}{2} - n_s \cdot \frac{d_s}{2}} \\\
[5px]\end{parallel} The resulting relationship of the equation (\ref{nn}) can now be directly equated with the basic equation (\ref{g}) and one finally gets the following relationship between rotational speeds solar gear (\(S\)), carrier (\(T\)) and ring gear (\(H\)) : \start{align}&amp;n_r \cdot \frac{d_r}{2} } - n_s \cdot \frac{d_s}{2}
= n_c \cdot \left(d_p + d_s \ right) – n_s \cdot d_s \\[5px]&amp;n_r \cdot d_r – n_s \cdot d_s n_s = 2 \cdot n_c \cdot \left(d_p + d_s \right) - 2 \cdot n_s \cdot n_s d_s \\[5px]\label{f}&amp;\underline{n_r \cdot d_r = 2 \cdot n_c \cdot \left(d_p + d_s \right) – d_ s \cdot n_s} \\[5px]\end{} inline , it can be used that the diameter of
the ring gear, planetary gear and solar gear are not free from each other. The diameter of the \(d_r\) ring gear is equal to the total diameter of the sun's gear \(d_s\) and twice the diameter of the planet's gear \(d_p\): \start{parallel}&amp;d_r = d_s + 2 \cdot d_p \\[5px]&amp;bottom d_p = \frac{d_r-d_s}{2}} \\
[5px]\end{parallel} Rajah: The relationship between the diameter of the field sphere and the gear number This causes the planet's gear equation for the classic single planetary gear (free from planetary gear properties!) : \start{align}&amp;n_r \cdot d_r = 2 \cdot n_c \cdot \left(\frac{d_r-d_s}{2} + d_s \right) – d_s \cdot n_s \\
[5px]&amp;n_r \cdot d_r =n_c \cdot \left(d_r – d_s + 2 \cdot d_s \right) – d_s \cdot n_s \\[5px]&amp;\underline{n_r \cdot d_r = n_c \cdot \left(d_r + d_s \right) - d_s \cdot n_s} \\[5px]\end{} Since parallel field gear diameter of the sphere \(d\) with the number of gears \(z\), the equation above juga dinyatakan oleh bilangan
gigi gear deringan (\(z_r\)) dan bilangan gigi gear matahari (\(z_s\): \start{sejajar}\label{pl}&amp;\boxed{n_r \cdot z_r = n_c \c \kiri(z_r + z_s \kanan) - z_s \cdot n_s} \\[5px]\end{align} Nisbah penghantaran gear planet dengan set gear planet tunggal satu akan mendapat tiga mod operasi yang berbeza, bergantung kepada
komponen (gear matahari, pembawa atau gear deringan) adalah tetap. Input dan output kemudiannya dijalankan oleh dua komponen lain. Nisbah penghantaran mana yang mengakibatkan setiap kes, ditunjukkan dalam bahagian seterusnya. Animasi: Mod operasi gear planet Gear matahari tetap Jika gear matahari
ditetapkan (\(n_s=0\)) dan input kotak gear dilakukan oleh gear deringan dan output oleh pengangkut, nisbah penghantaran berikut \(i_s=\tfrac{n_r}{n_c}\) keputusan mengikut persamaan (\ref{pln}): \start{align}&amp;n_r \cdot z_r = n_c \cdot \kiri(z_r + z_s \kanan) – z_s \cdot \underbrace{n_s}_{=0} \\[5px]&amp;amp;n_r
\cdot z_r = n_c \cdot \kiri(z_r + z_s \kanan) \\[5px]&amp;\frac{n_r}{n_c = i_s = \frac{z_r+z_s}{z_r} \\[5px]\label{i_s}&amp;\boxed{i_s = 1+\frac{z_s}{z_r}} ~~~~1 &lt;&gt; &lt;2 \\[5px]\end{align}= equation= (\ref{i_s})= shows= that= the= transmission= ratio= is= always= greater= than= 1 ,= i.e.= the= rotational= speed= is=
decreased= by= the= planetary= gearbox.= but= the= transmission= ratio= is= also= limited= upwards,= since= the= number= of= teeth= of= the= sun= gear= must= always= be= smaller= than= that= of= the= ring= gear= (otherwise= the= sun= gear= would= be= larger= than= the= surrounding= ring= gear).= in= the=
theoretical= limiting= case,= if= the= sun= gear= is= as= large= as= the= ring= gear= and= therefore= both= have= identical= numbers= of= teeth,= the= teeth= ratio= becomes= \(\frac{z_s}{z_r}\)=1 and= the= transmission= ratio= 2= at= most.= if= input= and= output= are= reversed,= i.e.= the= gearbox= input= is=
carried= out= by= the= carrier= and= the= output= by= the= ring= gear,= then= the= transmission= ratio= range= lies= between= 1= and= 0.5.= fixed= ring= gear= a= further= possibility= for= speed= conversion= is= obtained ,= when= the= ring= gear= is= fixed= (\(n_r=0\)) and= the= gearbox= input= is= carried= out=
by= the= sun= gear= and= the= output= by= the= carrier.= this= results= in= the= following= transmission= ratio= \(i_r=\tfrac{n_s}{n_c}\): \begin{align}&amp;\underbrace{n_r}_{=0} \cdot= z_r=n_c \cdot= \left(z_r= += z_s= \right)= –= z_s= \cdot= n_s= \\[5px]&amp;0=n_c \cdot= \left(z_r= += z_s= \right)= –= z_s= \cdot=
n_s= \\[5px]&amp;\frac{n_s}{n_c}=i_r == \frac{z_r+z_s}{z_s}= \\[5px]\label{i_r}&amp;\boxed{i_r=1+\frac{z_r}{z_s}}&gt;&lt;/2&gt; &lt;&gt; &lt;\infty \\[5px]\end{align}= animation := planetary= gear= with= fixed= ring= gear= in= the= present= case= one= also= obtains= a= reduced= rotational= speed,= because= the=
transmission= ratio= will= be= greater= than= 2= in= any= case,= since= the= number= of= teeth= of= the= ring= gear= is= always= greater= than= of= the= sun= gear= [the= teeth= ratio= is= hygi= greater= than= 1= (\(\frac{z_r}}{z_s}=&gt;1\)]. The shipping ratio is not limited to, because the gear of the ring and
hypertension can essentially be selected among the desired ones and the shipping ratio then strives &amp;lt;/\infty&gt; Infinity. If, in the opposite case, the gearbox input is no longer carried out by the carrier but by the gear of the ring, then the reciprocal transmission ratio with a range of between 0 and 0.5 is obtained.
Permanent carrier Last possibility for delivery ratio is obtained when the carrier is set and the gearbox input is performed by sun gear and output by ring gear. In this case the following transmission ratio \(i_0=\tfrac{n_s}{n_r}\) results: \start{align}&amp;n_r \cdot z_r = \underbra print{n_c}_{=0} \cdot \left(z_r + z_s \right) –



z_s \cdot n_s \\[5px]&amp;n_r \ \z_r cdot = - z_s \n_s cdot \\[5px]&amp;\frac{n_s}}{n_r} = i_0 = -\fracc{z_r}{z_s} \\[5px]\label{i_0}&amp;\boxed{i_0 = -\frac{z_r}{z_s}} ~\ text{petar transmission ratio}~-\infty&amp;lt;i_0&amp;1 \\[5px]\end{aligned} Animation: Planet gear with permanent carrier First of all, negative marks are
noticeable in the equational delivery ratio (\ref{i_0}). It shows that the direction of the rotation between input and the change of output shale (reverse gear). In this case, the shipping ratio ranges between \(-\infty\) and -1 and in opposite cases (when input and output are reversed) between -1 and 0. Note, that in this case
planetary gear works like a steam gearbox without moving the spin axe. For this reason, the shipping ratio in the case of a fixed carrier is also called a fixed carrier shipping ratio or a refreshment delivery ratio \(i_0\)! Live drivers of planetary gear can also be used as so-called live drives. Carriers and sun gear are firmly
set on ring gear. In this case, the rotary movement is sent directly from the input dawn to the output ucient (1:1 transmission ratio). Such a direct drive is used, for example, in a three-speed gear hub as 2nd gear. Animation: Planet gear with a direct driver stationery transmission ratio (fixed carrier delivery ratio) If
someone sees an equation (\ref{i_s}), (\ref{i_r}) and (\ref{i_0}), then clearly all transmission ratios can also be specified by a fixed carrier transmission ratio \(i_0=-\frac{z_r}{z_s}\). For fixed sun gear, the shipping ratio \(i_s\) then becomes: \start{align}&amp;\boxed{i_s = 1-\frac{1}{i_0}} \\[5px]\end{aligned} For fixed ring
gear, The shipping ratio \(i_r\) can be calculated as follows using the fixed carrier delivery ratio \(i_0\): \start{align}&amp;\boxed{i_r = 1-i_0 <7>}\\[5px]\end{aligned— Although the basic equation for planetary gear (\\ref{pln}) can be specified by a fixed carrier transmission ratio \(i_0\) : \start{seign}&amp;n_r \cdot z_r = n_c
\cdot \left(z_r + z_s \right) - z_s \n_s cdot \\[5 n_r \cdot \frac{z_r}{z_s} = n_c \cdot \left( \frac{z_r}{z_s} + 1 \right) – n_s \\[5px]&amp;&amp; – n_r \cdot i_0 = n_c \cdot \left(1-i_0 \right) – n_s \\[5px]&amp;\boxed{ n_s = n_c \cdot \left(1-i_0 \right) + n_r \cdot i_ 0 }~~\text{\boxed{i_0=-\ frac{z_r}{z_s}~\text{fixed carrier
transmission ratio} \\5px]\end{aligned} LOTS OF STORIES Of Different Gear planetaries in the car ensure that the wheel can rotate at different speeds when angles. Learn more about how differentiation works in this ... This...
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